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The most important lessons we can teach in law school are that
each human being is important and that people can change the world.
If a new lawyer starts practice with those beliefs, then each client will
be treated with dignity and with care; and, each lawyer will make
whatever efforts are required and allowed under law to protect each
client's rights.

I cite this personal conviction as an introduction to my view of the
contributions made by Professor Frances Ryan, in whose memory this
volume is dedicated. Others will write about Frances Ryan as a col-
league, about her personal and professional life, and about Professor
Ryan as a mentor and friend. I write from a more limited universe of
experience, as I was her colleague and served as dean here for only a
short time prior to Professor Ryan's retirement.

In the mid-1970s, law schools approached the issues of affirmative
action, the Bakke decision, and the goal to increase diversity in a vari-
ety of ways. The door to the schoolhouse may have been flung open,
but that didn't translate into an overwhelming number of applications
from those who were historically denied access. Changing behavior,
discarding suspicion, and feeling welcome takes time - maybe years,
maybe even generations.

Frances Ryan understood, better than anyone I ever met, that af-
firmative action meant some sort of action by the school - or em-
ployer or bank or contractor - that was more than simply a
willingness to do business with all, without regard to race, creed, or
color.

Frances Ryan knew that affirmative action meant more than an
affirmative act to start a scholarship program. It certainly meant
more than affirmatively establishing a "set-aside" of entering class
spaces. Affirmative action meant more to Frances Ryan than just pas-
sive, non-discriminatory policies.

To Frances Ryan, affirmative action meant going out into the
world and affirmatively proclaiming: "You are welcome here! Please
come and join us!" And that was the most impressive attribute, in my
opinion, of a woman who had a long list of impressive attributes.

Frances never told me this was her design in any conversation we
ever had. She never wrote this in a policy, and she never told anyone
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that the law School should adopt such a policy. She simply lived her
life taking affirmative action, and that's why I am certain that the
above synopsis reflects her view.

In the years I knew her, Frances never talked about grades or
quotas. When Frances talked about admitting a student or giving a
scholarship to a student, she talked about Don, Robin, Jose, Maria,
Greg, and Ron. I never heard her refer to "another African American
student" who might fill a slot; "another Hispanic student" who might
add a diverse face to a class; or "another Native American student"
who might fit some guideline and therefore should be admitted. Fran-
ces talked about individual human beings, people with names and
faces and families and history.

And when these people arrived at Creighton, Professor Ryan
guided them on their journeys on the equal opportunity road. She
talked to them in her office, and she invited them to her house. She
laughed with them, sternly rebuked them, held their hands, and
pushed them onward. She knew each student's name, but even more
importantly, she could look into each student's soul. And when they
left, Professor Ryan stayed in contact, learned of their successes and
shared their good fortunes.

So the real tribute to be paid to Frances Ryan is that she was a
true pioneer for affirmative action. Whatever meaning that phrase
may have picked up over the past twenty-five years, it was Frances
who understood it best. She, as an actor on behalf of Creighton Law
School and the legal community, affirmatively went out and found
people of color who should be lawyers. That these young men and wo-
men came to Creighton, received a legal education, passed the bar
exam, and now have become lawyers and judges, in very large part is
due to actions taken by Frances Ryan. Each person should be so lucky
in life to experience such a person.
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